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Abstract
Due to sharp depth transition, big holes may be found in the novel view that is synthesized by
depth-image-based rendering (DIBR). A hole-filling method based on disparity map is
proposed. One important aspect of the method is that the disparity map of destination image is
used for hole-filling, instead of the depth image of reference image. Firstly, the big hole
detection based on disparity map is conducted, and the start point and the end point of the hole
are recorded. Then foreground pixels and background pixels are distinguished for
hole-dilating according to disparity map, so that areas with matching errors can be determined
and eliminated. In addition, parallaxes of pixels in the area with holes and matching errors are
changed to new values. Finally, holes are filled with background pixels from reference image
according to these new parallaxes. Experimental results show that the quality of the new view
after hole-filling is quite well; and geometric distortions are avoided in destination image, in
contrast to the virtual view generated by depth-smoothing methods and image inpainting
methods. Moreover, this method is easy for hardware implementation.
Keywords: 3D TV, depth-image-based rendering, hole filling, 3D image warping, disparity
map
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1. Introduction

The recent popularity of 3D films has prompted the developing boom of 3D TV. Many new
3D TV technologies and solutions have been proposed [1][2]. Among these new
developments, depth-image-based rending (DIBR) technique, which can generate arbitrary
views from reference image and its associated depth image as well as reduce the transmission
bandwidth, has been widely accepted for 3D TV system [1][3][4][5].
However, due to the sharp depth transition in depth image, big holes will appear in the
generated virtual view (destination image) after DIBR [6][7]. How to fill these holes is a main
problem for the DIBR system. Many methods for hole-filling have been proposed
[3][4][5][7][8[9][10][11]. These methods can be classified into three types according to their
technical features:
(1) Preprocessing depth image
In this method, depth image is smoothed by smoothing filter to reduce the size of holes.
Fehn et al. adopted Gaussian filter to smooth the whole depth map before 3D image warping
[12]. Although the size of holes are decreased with this method, geometric distortions also
appear. After that, many filters such as edge dependent depth filter, asymmetric Gaussian filter,
and Directional Gaussian filter (DGF), were proposed to reduce the vertical geometric
distortion after smoothing [3][5][6][9]. In addition, people also gave out solutions to the
hardware implementation of these complex smoothing operations.
(2) Using multiple videos
In this method, two or more video streams are transmitted to provide the viewer with exact
quality of 3D-effect [1][3][10]. Due to the variation of the illumination conditions of each
video stream, color correction should be performed on the filled big hole to avoid
inconsistency.
(3) Filling holes in the generated destination image
Common solutions for the post-processing of hole-filling are background or neighborhood
pixel interpolation, these methods are efficient for small size holes. Complex algorithms such
as image inpainting are also proposed in recent years [7][8][11].
Generally, preprocessing of depth image would degrade the quality of destination image as
well as introduce geometric distortions; transmitting multiple videos may result in large
bandwidth requirement and encounter the problem in real time processing; and image
inpainting is highly complex in most cases. In this paper, a new hole-filling method based on
disparity map is proposed. It is a post-processing method. As depth image is substituted by
disparity map, and matching error elimination is also considered, this method can achieve
reasonably good result under the premise of not degrading the quality of non-hole area in
destination image. Moreover, it is relatively easy for hardware implementation.
The remaining portions of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, causes of the
holes and matching errors are discussed in detail. Section 3 is devoted to describing the
hole-filling method based on disparity map. In Section 4, the performance of the method is
evaluated. Conclusions can be found in Section 5.
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2. Holes and Matching Errors
2.1 Holes
The reason that big holes may appear in destination image can be explained by the 3D image
warping equations [13], which are described below
r

 ( Dzps  D(uref , vref )),
udes  uref  n 
4096

vdes  vref


(1)

where (uref, vref) and (udes, vdes) are matching points in reference image and destination image
respectively; n is the number of virtual view when multi views are generated using DIBR for
an auto-stereoscopic display, if destination image is left view, n < 0, otherwise n > 0; r
represents scale factor; Dzps is the depth of ZPS plane [12][14], and D(uref ,vref) is the depth
value of point (uref ,vref) in depth image. Note that the equations above adapts to the DIBR
system with shift-sensor camera setup [14].
Suppose point F lies on the left of point B and they are neighborhoods in reference image,
the horizontal shifts of F' and B' relative to F and B are df and db respectively, which is shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of horizontal shifts.

Let Dwf and Dwb be the depth values of point F and point B, then according to (1) we have

d f  db  n 

r
  Dwf  Dwb 
4096 

(2)

If destination image is assigned to be left view, then n < 0. Thus from (2), there are three
situations:
a) if Dwf equals Dwb, then horizontal shifts of the two adjacent points are the same and the
point F' will appear on the left of B';
b) if Dwf is greater than Dwb, then F' will appear on the right of B', or they are the same
point;
c) if Dwf is smaller than Dwb (hence B' is an foreground pixel), the shift of F will be
smaller than that of B, so holes will appear between F' and B', i.e. holes appear on the
left of foreground pixels. In other words, pixels on the right of holes must be
foreground pixels.
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Similarly, pixels on the left of holes must be foreground pixels on condition that destination
image is right view.
2.2 Matching Errors
Objects contours are often inaccurate in depth image [5, 9]. Generally, foreground objects
contours in reference image are larger than that in the associated depth image. Fig. 2 shows the
images copied from "Ballet" sequence. As it can be seen from Fig. 2, point A with coordinates
(360, 319) lies on the foreground object contour in reference image. However, the point A'
with the same coordinates in depth image indicates a background pixel.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the inaccuracy of depth value at edges of foreground objects. (a) reference image;
(b) the associated depth image.

As foreground objects contours in reference image are inconsistent with that in depth image, it
is inevitable that shifts of some foreground pixels are the same as that of their neighboring
background pixels after 3D image warping. As a result, the boundary of the big hole adjoining
the background mixes with some foreground pixels. We call this phenomenon matching
errors [15], as shown in Fig. 3. If it is not eliminated, the result after hole-filling will be like
Fig. 3 (c) and (d).

(a)

(b)
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(d)

Fig. 3. Illustration of matching errors. (a) the generated right view after 3D image warping; (b)
matching errors caused by inaccuracy of depth value, labeled with rectangle; (c) hole-filling by the
proposed method without eliminating matching errors(l = 0); (d) Enlargement of image (c).

Three methods can be used to eliminate matching errors.
(1) Smooth depth image, so as to extend the foreground object contour.
(2) Do not warp background pixels at the edges of high discontinuities [10].
(3) Expand edges of holes where matching errors exist after 3D image warping.
It is difficult to avoid over-smoothing which may result in obvious distortions in destination
image with the first method. For the second approach, it is not easy to label background pixels
at edges of high discontinuities accurately. Hence we prefer the third method for matching
error elimination for our hole-filling method.

3. Description of Hole-filling Method
To fill holes as well as correct matching errors, we propose a method in which disparity map is
used.

Fig. 4. Hole-filling with background pixels from reference image. Images are aligned for comparison.
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The basic idea of the proposed method is that holes are filled by copying the related pixels
from reference image according to disparity map M, which is associated with destination
image. The value of each point in M is defined by udes – uref (parallax); and if the point is a hole,
parallax of this point is set to –128 (the horizontal parallax almost cannot achieve at -128 in
order to avoid visual fatigue [13]). In fact, M represent horizontal shifts from reference image
to destination image. To fill big holes, corresponding background pixels in reference image
are shifted by the same displacement as their neighboring foreground pixels do. Consequently,
holes are filled by these background pixels from reference image, as depicted in Fig. 4.The
proposed method consists of three steps: (i) detecting holes, (ii) dilating big holes, and (iii)
filling holes, as shown in Fig. 5. In the following, these three steps will be addressed in detail.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed method, take right view for example.

Step 1: Detecting holes
The procedure of holes detection can be described by Fig. 6. The figure illustrates how the
block “Detecting holes” in Fig. 5 works by a practical example. To detect holes, disparity map
M is scanned from left to right, line by line. As mentioned above, each pixel in destination
image has a corresponding parallax value in disparity map at the same position (point). If the
parallax of a point equals -128, then the point is a hole-point; else it is a non-hole point. The
start and the end points of the hole are recorded during the scanning process. If the number of
hole-points in a hole is greater than the pre-set threshold len_bighole, the hole is labeled as a
“big hole”, and go to Step 2; else record the parallax-value of the right non-hole point which is
nearest to the hole, then go to Step 3.
79
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hole-point and its parallax value
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Fig. 6. Illustration of holes detection processing.
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Step 2: Dilating big holes according to M
The purpose of this step is to eliminate matching errors. What’s different from S. Zinger’s
method [10] is that we expand edges of holes where matching errors appear after 3D image
warping. Our method can remove errors without removing correct texture pixels. All these
processes are performed only on M. The flowchart can be found in Fig. 7.
disparity map M

Detecting
sharp parallax
transition

D istinguishing
foreground and
background piexls

Dilating

disparity map M'

Fig. 7. Flowchart of dilating big holes.

As big holes will appear on the left side of foreground objects for left view, and right side for
right view, the processing of left view is different from that of right view. They are discussed
respectively.
 Processing left view
Suppose the destination image is a left view. From (2), we know that parallax-values of
foreground pixels are bigger than that of background ones in left view. First of all, we check
non-hole points on the right border of the big hole from left to right in M, and sharp transitions
are detected, as displayed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. An example of distinguishing foreground pixels from background pixels according to the
disparity map of left view.

Then, we distinguish foreground from background pixels according the sharp transitions.
There are three cases: If parallax-values of two neighboring non-hole points change sharply
from smaller to larger in the checking process for the first time, then we can tell that
background pixels lie at the right border of the hole, and record the larger parallax-value d;
else, if parallax-values change from larger to smaller, or no sharp change appears all the time,
foreground pixels must be on the right border of the hole, and the parallax-value d of the first
non-hole point on the right border of the hole is recorded.
Finally, edges of the hole are dilated. If background pixels lie at the right border of the hole,
both sides need to be dilated; else only the left edge is dilated. The hole-dilating operation is as
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simple as only changing the parallax-value of the non-hole point to -128 (hole-point) in M.
When dilating is finished, upload the start point and the end point of the hole and go to step 3.
Fig. 9 accounts for the dilation processing of left view. Let non-hole point Il(u + 1, v) be the
foreground pixel, and non-hole point Il(u - num, v) (num ≥ 0) be the background pixel. There
are num hole-points between point Il(u + 1, v) and point Il(u – num, v). Suppose the number of
points to be dilated is l, then all the parallax-values of these l points in M should be changed to
-128. Consequently, the size of the hole is extended to num + l. In fact, we only upload the
start point and end point. After Step 3, num + l background pixels should be copied to fill the
hole from the reference image. As it can be seen from Fig. 9, the start and end point are Iref(u
–num – l – d + 1, v) and Iref (u - d, v) in reference image, respectively, where d is the record
parallax-value of point M(u + 1, v).

non-holes
holes
the vth row in destination image Il

u - num u - num + 1
u – num - l + 1
……
……
……

copy
the vth row in reference image Iref

……

l pixels

u – num - l – d +1
……
……

num holes

u

u+1

…… x

copy
u–d

……

x

num+ l pixels

Fig. 9. Illustration of the dilation processing (left view).



Processing right view
Similar to the processing of left view, we need to distinguish the foreground pixels from
background pixels which lie at left side of the big hole at first. What are different from the
processing of left view are the scan order and rules for distinguishing foreground and
background pixels.

Fig. 10. An example of distinguishing foreground pixels from background pixels according to disparity
map of the right view.
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We should detect the changes of parallax-value of non-hole points on the left border of the big
hole from right to left, as shown in Fig. 10. As parallax-values of foreground pixels are smaller
than that of background ones in right view (it can be deduced from (2)), when parallax-values
of two neighboring non-hole points change sharply from larger to smaller, we can tell that
background pixels locate at the left border of the hole, and record the smaller parallax-value d.
Else, if parallax-values change from smaller to larger, or no sharp change appears all the time,
foreground pixels must be on the left border of the hole, and the parallax-value d of the first
non-hole point on the left border of the hole is recorded.
Note that holes lie at edges of destination image are not dilated and the record parallax-value d
is set to zero.
Step 3: filling holes with corresponding background pixels from reference image
With the start point, the end point of a big hole and the parallax-value d gained from above
steps, corresponding background pixels can be copied from reference image to destination
image. Examples are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 9.

4. Experiments and Discussions
In this paper, "Ballet", "Breakdancer" and other sequences [16] are used for the experiment.
Note that "Ballet" and "Breakdancer" sequences captured by Camera 4 (reference images)
along with its depth image are used for generating stereo pairs. In order to generate novel
views, parameters n, r and Dzps in (1) are set to 1, 819.2 and 255, respectively in experiments.
First of all, we generate novel views which contain big holes for our method for testing. Fig.
11 shows reference images and the generated destination images without pre-processing depth
image and hole-filling. Without considering the big holes at the edges of destination images,
big holes appear on the left of the foreground object for the novel left-views (Fig. 11 (b), (e),
(h), (k)), while on the right of the foreground object for right-views (Fig. 11 (c), (f), (i), (l)).
Note that after 3D image warping, disparity map is also produced.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. 11. Reference images and destination images synthesized by reference images and its depth images.
From left to right, the images are reference image, novel left view and novel right view, respectively. (a),
(b) and (c) are views for "Ballet" sequence; (d), (e) and (f) are views for "Breakdancer" sequence; (g),
(h) and (i) are views for "Flower" sequence; (j), (k) and (l) are views for "Load" sequence.

Then parameter l is set to 3, and we perform the proposed hole-filling method on images
shown in Fig. 11. Results of “Ballet” sequence can be found in Fig. 12 (c) and (f), and
matching errors are greatly reduced in contrast to Fig. 3 (c).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Fig. 12. Comparison of DGF method, Gautier’s inpainting method and the proposed method when the
texture of background pixels is abundant. (a) and (d) are left view and right view generated by DGF
method, (b) and (e) are left view and right view generated by Gautier’s inpainting method, (c) and (f) are
left view and right view generated by the proposed method. The mask size of DGF method is 31×11,
and the standard deviation σv and σh are 6 and 2 respectively. The window size of Gautier’s inpainting
method is 13×11.

Fig. 12 (a) and (d) show the images generated by DGF method which smoothes the depth
image by applying Directional Gaussian filter guided by edge direction in the hole-flag area
iteratively [9]. Fig. 12 (b) and (e) show the images generated by Gautier’s inpainting method
[11] which fills holes with depth-based image inpainting method. Fig. 12 (c) and (f) show the
images generated by the proposed method. As it can be seen from Fig. 12, these three methods
can fill all holes regardless of big or small. With respect to Fig. 12 (a) and (d), obvious
distortions occur in the background near the filled big holes, as show in A1 and C1. In Fig. 12
(b) and (e), error textures are found to fill holes with Gautier’s inpainting method, especially
where both edges of holes are foreground pixels or a little background pixels, this
phenomenon can be found in B2 and D2. Fig. 12 (c) and (f) split the difference of image quality
generated by DGF method and Gautier’s inpainting method. In addition, the proposed method
works well in the case of simple or flat textures. Performance comparison of the three methods
in the case of simple or flat textures are shown in Fig. 13.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
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(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

(q)

(r)

Fig. 13. Performance comparison of three methods in the case of simple or flat textures. Novel views
generated by DGF method, Gautier’s inpainting method and the proposed method are listed form left to
right. (a), (b) and (c) are novel left views for “Breakdancer” sequence; (d), (e) and (f) are novel right
views for “Breakdancer” sequence; (g), (h) and (i) are novel left views for “Flower” sequence; (j), (k)
and (l) are novel right views for “Flower” sequence; (m), (n) and (o) are novel left views for “Road”
sequence; (p), (q) and (r) are novel right views for “Road” sequence.

As can be seen from Fig. 13, DGF method and Gautier’s inpainting method have their
respective advantages and shortcomings. On the whole, the proposed method can gain better
3D image quality. Note that the proposed method is based on shift-sensor camera setup, which
is quite different from the other methods. In a DIBR system with shift-sensor camera setup,
there are only horizontal parallaxes contained in the generated stereo pair (see equations in (1)).
It is not appropriate to measure the image quality obtained with these methods by objective
criteria such as PSNR and SSIM. Hence subjective evaluations are performed above.
Furthermore, in DGF method the number of iteration T = max (width of holes) / min (σv, σh)
[9], which indicates that the lager the hole is, the stronger the smoothing is or the more
iteration times are needed, and it takes much more time to generate a novel view. As for
Gautier’s inpainting method, it needs much time to find matching patch, and the running time
has much to do with the size of patch and holes. On the contrary, the time complexity of the
proposed method has nothing to do with the size of holes, which results in less running time
especially in the case of large holes. A comparison of time complexity between these three
methods can be found in Fig. 14.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 14 Comparison of running time of DGF method, Gautier’s inpainting method and the proposed
method. (a) Running time when generating left views. (b) Running time when generating right views.
Note that “running time” here indicates the average time of generating a novel view, and the first 10
frames of each sequence are used here to synthesize novel views for speed evaluation.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a hole-filling method based on disparity map. Hole-filling is applied after
3D image warping in this method, and it required only one video stream with its depth images.
One important aspect of the method is that the disparity map converted from depth image is
used during the hole-filling. With disparity map, foreground pixels and background pixels are
distinguished; and matching errors are obviously reduced or completely removed by dilating
edges of big holes. Furthermore, holes are filled by copying corresponding pixels from
reference image instead of neighboring pixels in destination image. In comparison with
depth-smoothing method and inpainting method, the proposed method is simpler and much
easier to implement on hardware. In addition, as depth-smoothing is avoided in this method, it
ensures the “authenticity” of non-hole area of destination image; and geometric distortions are
reduced or disappear in destination image. Experimental results show that the proposed
method can achieve good 3D image quality with lower time complexity compared to previous
work.
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